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ABSTRACT

In this paper we discuss our research on interactions
in a virtual theatre that has been built using VRML
and therefore can be accessed through Web pages. In
the virtual environment we employ several agents.
The virtual theatre allows navigation input through
keyboard and mouse, but there is also a navigation
agent which listens to typed input and spoken
commands. Feedback of the system is given using
speech synthesis. We also have an information agent
which allows a natural language dialogue with the
system where the input is keyboard-driven and the
output is both with tables as with template driven
natural language generation. In development are
several talking faces for the different agents in the
virtual world. At this moment an avatar with a
cartoon-like talking face driven by a text-to-speech
synthesizer can provide users with information about
performances in the theatre.

Keywords: Virtual Reality, Talking Faces, Text-to-
Speech Synthesis, Agent Technology, Speech
Recognition

1 INTRODUCTION

World Wide Web allows interactions and transactions
through Web pages using speech and language, either
by inanimate or live agents, image interpretation and
generation, and, of course the more traditional ways
of presenting explicitly pre-defined information by
allowing users access to text, tables, figures, pictures,
audio, animation and video. In a task- or domain-
restricted way of interaction current technology
allows the recognition and interpretation of rather
natural speech and language in dialogues. However,
rather than the current two-dimensional web-pages,

the interesting parts of the Web will become three-
dimensional, allowing the building of virtual worlds
inhabited by interacting user and task agents, and with
which the user can interact using different types of
modalities, including speech and language inter-
pretation and generation. Agents can work on behalf
of users, hence, human computer interaction will
make use of ‘indirect management’, rather than
interacting through direct manipulation of data by
users.

In this paper we present our research on developing
an environment in which users can display different
behaviors and have goals that emerge during the
interaction with this environment. Users who, for
example, decide they want to spend an evening
outside their home and, while having certain
preferences, cannot say in advance where exactly they
want to go, whether they first want to have a diner,
whether they want to go to a movie, theatre, or to
opera, when they want to go, etc. During the
interaction, both goals, possibilities and the way they
influence each other become clear. One way to
support such users is to give them different
interaction modalities and access to multimedia
information. We discuss a virtual world for
representing information and allowing natural inter-
actions that deal with an existing local theatre, and of
course, in particular, the performances in this theatre.
The interactions between user (visitor) and the system
take place using different task-oriented agents. These
agents allow mouse and keyboard input, but inter-
actions can also take place using speech and language
input. In the current system both sequential and
simultaneous multi-modal input is possible. There is
also multi-modal (both sequential and simultaneous)
output available. The system presents its information
through agents that use tables, chat windows, natural
language, speech and a talking face. At this moment
this talking face uses speech synthesis with associated
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lip movements. Other facial animations are possible
(movements of head, eyes, eyebrows, eyelids and
some changes in face color), but at this moment
these possibilities have not yet been associated with
utterances of user or system.

2 THE VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT

A virtual theatre has been built according to the
design drawings made by the architects of a local
theatre. Part of the building has been realized by
converting AutoCAD drawings to VRML97. Video
recordings and photographs have been used to add
’textures’ to walls, floors, etc. Sensor nodes in the
virtual environment activate animations (opening
doors) or start events (entering a dialogue mode,
playing music, moving spotlights, etc.). Visitors
can explore the environment of the building, enter the
theatre (cf. Figure 1) and walk around, visit the hall,
admire the paintings on the walls, go to the balconies
and, take a seat in order to get a view of the stage
from that particular location. Information about
today’s performances is available on a blackboard that
is automatically updated using information from the
database with performances. In addition, as may be
expected, visitors may go to the information desk in
the theatre, see previews and start a dialogue with an
information and transaction agent called ’Karin’. The
first version of Karin looked like other standard
avatars available on World Wide Web. The second
version, available in a prototype of the system, makes
use of a 3D talking face.

3 THE NAVIGATION AGENT

The WWW-based virtual theatre we are developing
allows navigation input through keyboard and mouse.
Such input allows the user to move and to rotate, to
jump from one location to an other, to interact with
objects and to trigger them. In addition, a navigation
agent has been developed that is prepared to allow the
user to explore the environment and to interact with
objects in this environment by means of speech
commands. A smooth integration of the pointing
devices and speech in a virtual environment requires
means to resolve deictic references that occur in the
interaction. The navigation agent should be able to
reason about the geometry of the virtual world in
which it moves. The current version of the
navigational agent is not really conversational.
Straightforward typed commands or similar speech

commands make it possible for the user to explore the
virtual environment. Navigation also requires that
names have to be associated with the different parts
of the building, the objects and the agents, which can
be found inside of it. Clearly, users may use different
words to designate them, including implicit references
that have to be resolved in a reasoning process.

Speech Recognition on local machines turns out to be
pretty good, but speech recognition on the World
Wide Web results in various problems. Many of these
problems are caused by the lack of standards and the
lack of interest of big companies (providing operating
systems, WWW browsers and Virtual Reality
languages and environments) to cooperate in order to
establish standards. When we confine ourselves to
speech recognition, we distinguish between two
approaches.

• First Solution: Every user should have a speech
recognition engine that can recognize their
commands and send this information to the
server system. However, good speech recognition
systems are very expensive and bad systems
result in bad recognized commands.

• Second Solution: Another solution would be to
have the speech recognition on the server side.
This requires the recording of commands on the
client side and a robust transporting of the audio
files.

In our system we have chosen for the second solution.
It does not require users to install speech recognition
software or to download a speech recognition module
as part of the virtual world from the server.

Figure 1 Entrance of the VMC
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4 THE INFORMATION &
TRANSACTION AGENT

Karin, the information/transaction agent, allows a
natural language dialogue with the system about
performances, artists, dates, prices, etc. Karin (cf.
Figure 2) wants to give information and to sell tickets.
Karin is fed from a database that contains all the
information about performances in our local theatre.
Developing skills for Karin, in this particular
environment, is one of the aims of our research
project. This research fits in a context of much more
general ’intelligent’ (web-based) information and
transaction services.

Our current version of the dialogue system of which
Karin is the face is called THIS v1.0 (Theatre
Information System). The approach used can be
summarized as rewrite and understand. User
utterances are simplified using a great number of
rewrite rules. The resulting simple sentences are
parsed. The output can be interpreted as a request of a
certain type. System response actions are coded as
procedures that need certain arguments. Missing
arguments are subsequently asked for. The system is
modular, where each ’module’ corresponds to a topic
in the task domain. There are also modules for each
step in the understanding process: the rewriter, the
recognizer and the dialogue manager. The rewrite
step can be broken down into a number of
consecutive steps that each deal with particular types

of information, such as names, dates and titles. The
dialogue manager initiates the first system utterance
and goes on to call the rewriter and recognizer
process on the user’s response. Also, it provides an
interface with the database management system
(DBMS). Queries to the database are represented
using a standard query language like SQL. Results of
queries are represented as bindings to variables,
which are stored in the global data-structure, called
context. The arguments for the action are dug out by
the dedicated parser, associated with the category. All
arguments that are not to be found in the utterance are
asked for explicitly. More information about this
approach can be found in Lie et al [7].

Presently the input to Karin is keyboard-driven
natural language and the output is both screen and
speech based. In development is an utterance
generation module. Based on the most recent user
utterance, on the context and on the database, the
system has to decide on a response action, consisting
of database manipulation and dialogue acts.

5 SPEECH GENERATION THROUGH

TEMPLATES

The utterance generation by the information agent
uses a list of utterance templates. Templates contain
gaps to be filled with information items: attribute-
value pairs labeled with syntactic and lexical features.
Templates are selected on the basis of five
parameters: utterance type, the body of the template
and possible empty lists of information items that are
to be marked as given, wanted and new. The
utterance type and body determine the word-order
and the main intonation contour. The presence and
number of information items in the given, wanted and
new slots, as well as special features affect the actual
wording and intonation of the utterance.

For pronouncing the utterance templates we use the
Fluent Dutch Text-to-Speech system (Dirksen [3]).
Fluent Dutch runs on top of the MBROLA diphone
synthesizer (Dutoit [4]). It uses a Dutch voice,
developed at the Utrecht institute of linguistics
(OTS). Fluent Dutch operates at three levels: the
grapheme level, the phoneme level and a low-level
representation of phones where the length and pitch
of sounds is represented. For many words, the
phonetic description is taken from lexical resources of
Van Dale dictionaries. Other prosodic information is
derived by heuristic rules. It is possible to manipulate
prosody by adding punctuation at the grapheme level,
by adding prosodic annotations at the phoneme level

Figure 2 Karin at the Information Desk
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or by directly manipulating the phone level. More
details of the utterance generation module can be
found in Hulstijn et al. [6].

6 FACING THE INFORMATION AGENT

The visual part of the information agent is presented
as a talking face. It has become clear from several
studies that people engage in social behavior toward
machines. It is also well known that users respond
differently to different ’computer personalities’. It is
possible to influence the user’s willingness to continue
working even if the system’s performance is not
perfect. They can be made to enjoy the interaction,
they can be made to perform better, etc., all
depending on the way the interface and the interaction
strategy has been designed. It also makes a difference
to interact with a talking face display or with a text
display. Finally, the facial appearance and the
expression of the face matters. From all these
observations (see Friedman [5], for details) we
conclude that introducing a talking face can help to
make interactions more natural and shortcomings of
the technology more acceptable to users.

We developed a virtual face in a 3D-design
environment (cf. Figure 3). The face consists of
various three-dimensional coordinates and is
connected through faces. These faces are shaded to
visualize a three-dimensional virtual face. The 3D
data is converted to VRML-data that can be used for
real-time viewing of the virtual face. A picture of a
real human face can be mapped onto the virtual face.

We are researching various kinds of faces to
determine which can be best used for this
application. Some are rather realistic and
some are more in a cartoon-style (cf. Figure
4). The face is the interface between the users
of the virtual theatre and the theatre
information system. A dialogue window is
shown when users approach the information-
desk while they are navigating in the virtual
theatre. The face is capable of visualizing the
speech synchronously to the speech output.
This involves lip-movements according to a
couple of visemes. The face has to visualize
facial expressions according to user’s input or
the system’s output (cf. section 7). Figure 5
represents the architecture of the visual
speech system.

The last element in the chain of Figure 5 (the
VRML-browser) is also the first element. We
use Cosmo Player, which is a plug-in for an

HTML-Browser, for viewing VRML-files. These files
are specifications of a three-dimensional virtual
environment. The whole virtual theatre is a collection
of VRML files, which can be viewed by the browser.
As mentioned earlier, the user will see a virtual face
when the information desk is approached. Presently
we are in the process of including the cartoon face in
the Karin avatar (cf. Figure 6). A dialogue window
also pops up at this time. This is called the JAVA
Schisma applet. In this window, the user can
formulate questions or give answers to the system’s
questions. The user types the questions on a keyboard

Figure 3 3D-Face Development

Figure 4 Cartoon Face
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in Dutch sentences. The answers to the questions are
to be determined on the server side: the Schisma
server. Answers or responding questions are passed to
the JAVA Visual Speech Server Application on the
server side.

This application filters the textual output of the
dialogue system in parts that are to be shown in a
table or a dialogue window and parts that have to be
converted to speech. The parts that are to be shown in
the dialogue window or a table, like lengthy
descriptions of particular shows or lists of plays are
send to the Schisma Client Applet where they are
showed on the screen. The parts of the Schisma
output that are to be spoken by the virtual face are
converted to speech with the Text-to-Speech Server.
The input is the raw text and the output is the audio
file of this spoken text and information about the
phonemes in the text and their duration.

For example, the Dutch word for “speech generation”
is “spraakgeneratie”. This word contains the
following phonemes: S p r *a k x e n @ r a t s I.
When the resulting audio file is played, each
phoneme has it’s own duration. This information is
gathered from the TTS-server:

s 79 p 71 r 38 a 106 50 127 k 53 x 90 e 113 20 102 n
60 @ 38 r 53 a 101 t 23 s 113 I 119 20 75

The characters are the phonemes and the first number
after the characters are durations of the
corresponding phonemes in milliseconds. If more
numbers follow then the first number is a percentage
of the whole duration in which the pitch of the voice
changes to the following number. So the first  ‘a’ is
spoken for 106 milliseconds and on 50% of this 106
milliseconds the pitch changes to 127 Hz. The

previously described information from the TTS-
server will be sent to the JAVA Visual Speech
Client Applet together with the audio file. The
Visual Speech Client Applet uses the phoneme
information to map the phonemes onto different
mouth states or visemes. All the phonemes are
categorized in five visemes (cf. Figure 7).

When the audio file is loaded on the client side,
the mouth states and their durations are passed to
the External Authoring Interface (EAI). This is an
interface between JAVA and the VRML browser.
This interface triggers animations in the virtual
environment. It starts the sound playback and all
the corresponding animations. Only the mouth
states are specified in the VRML-file. The
animation is done by interpolating between mouth
states in the given amount of time. This results in
reasonable smooth lip-movements.

7 PROSODY, FACIAL EXPRESSIONS

AND EMOTIONS

How do we control the responses of the system, the
prosody and the artificial face?

The central module of a dialogue system is called the
dialogue manager. The dialogue manager maintains
two data-structures: a representation of the context
and a representation of the plan, the current domain-
related action that the system is trying to accomplish.
Based on the context, the plan and a representation of
the latest user utterance or signal, such as a pointing
gesture, the dialogue manager selects a certain
response action. Planning and action selection are

Figure 5 Client-server Architecture

Figure 6 Karin with an Animated Face
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based on a set of principles, called  dialogue rules. A
response action is a combination of basic domain
related actions, such as database queries, and
dialogue acts to convey the results of the query.
Dialogue acts describe the intended meaning of an
utterance or gesture. The response generation module
selects a way to express it. It determines the
utterance-structure, wording, and prosody of each
system response. Now, it should also control the
orientation and expression of the face, the eyes, and
the coordination of sounds and lip movement. What
parameters are needed to control response
generation?

Prosodic Features
Previously we developed a module for spoken
utterance generation (see section 5 and Hulstijn &
Van Hessen [6]). It uses a set of parameters to control
prosodically annotated utterance templates.
Templates contain gaps to be filled with  information
items: attribute-value pairs labeled with syntactic,
lexical and phonetic features. An appropriate template
for a given dialogue act is selected by the following
parameters:  utterance type,  body of the template,
given information, wanted and new information. The
utterance type and body determine the word-order
and main intonation contour. The given, wanted and

new slots, as well as special features, affect the actual
wording and prosody. Templates respect rules of
accenting and deaccenting. As a rule, information that
is assumed to be given in the dialogue is deaccented,
expressed as a pronoun, or even left out. Given
information is repeated whenever the system is not
confident it was recognized correctly by the speech
recognition module. Such verification prompts are
distinguished by a rising intonation. Information that
is to be presented as new, is accented. Quoted expres-
sions, like artist names or titles of performances, are
set apart from the rest of the utterance. For reading
the texts and reviews that describe the content of
performances, the system assumes a ‘reading voice’.

Facial Features
Apart from the lips, the virtual face has a number of
dynamic control parameters (Van den Berk [1], see
Figure 8).

The  eyes can gaze at a certain direction. This can be
used to direct attention towards an area. The eyelids
may be opened and closed, for blinking. The  eye-
brows can be lifted to indicate surprise or lowered for
distress. The shape of the  mouth can be manipulated
into a smile or and angry expression. The  color of
the face can be deepened, to suggest a blush that

Figure 7 Phonemes and Classes of Visemes
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indicates shyness or
embarrassment. The
orientation of the head
can be manipulated,
leaning forward and back-
ward or tilting left and
right. This may produce
important facial gestures
like nodding and shaking
one’s head. It can also be
used to indicate attention;
leaning forward means
being interested, leaning
backward means loosing
interest. In general the
character is not still. The
head will wiggle a bit and its eyes will wonder. This
is called  idle behavior. Many existing ‘talking heads’
look artificial because of their stillness. Moreover,
not moving can also be taken as a sign. For instance,
Clermont et al. [2] found that a fixed stare indicates a
misunderstanding in the dialogue. The  frequency of
idle movements is an indicator of the liveness of the
character; it serves as a type of volume, to the
existing emotion. So, many random movements of the
head, combined with smiles and attentive eyes,
indicate a very happy personality; stillness, a neutral
mouth shape and looking away, indicate a withdrawn
and unhappy personality. But an angry face,
combined with a blush and a lot of movement,
indicate increased anger. Jerky movements with
wondering eyes indicate nervousness. Since our agent
is supposed to be professionally friendly, she will be
generally smiling and will have a moderate movement
frequency.

Each of these basic features can be combined into
facial gestures that can be used to signal something.
Gestures like nodding, shaking and shrugging can be
used separately, but often utterances are combined

with gestures or utterance related facial expressions.
The timing of the gesture or the expression must be
aligned with the utterance. We use the following
general heuristic for alignment of gestures.

Like any event, an utterance and a gesture have an
entry and an exit point. Moreover, an utterance can be
broken down into phrases; each phrase has a so called
intonation center, the moment where the pitch
contour is highest. Since pitch accents are related to
informativeness, we can assume that the accent lands
on the most prominent expression. Usually the accent
lands towards the end of an utterance. Similarly, each
gesture has a  culmination point. For instance for
pointing, the moment that the index finger is fully
extended. The visual animator extrapolates a nice
curve from the entry point to the culmination and
again to the exit point. Our current working
hypothesis is that gestures synchronize with
utterances, or precede them. So we link the gesture's
entry and exit points to the entry and exit points of the
utterance and make sure that the culmination point
occurs before or on the intonation center.

So how do we control this wealth of features? We
propose a blackboard architecture, as depicted in
Figure 10. Combinations of input parameters trigger a
rule that produces a response action, or a more
permanent change of expression. The reason for a
blackboard architecture is that the parameters
influence each other. Roughly, there are two types of
facial behavior that need to be modeled.

Firstly, permanent features like the facial expression,
gazing direction and general movement
characteristics, both when speaking and when idle.
These can be controlled by two parameters:  mood
and attention. The  mood parameter indicates the
general attitude of the personality in the conversation.
It is a state, that extends over a longer period. Is the

Figure 9 The Face in an Angry and Uncertain
State

Figuur 8 Table with Facial Features
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agent happy, sad, angry or uncertain? The  attention
parameter controls the eyes and gazing direction. We
believe that one of the benefits of a talking face is that
turn taking and attention management in dialogues
will be made easier. The gazing direction of the eyes
and the head position are crucial for this (Vertegaal
[9])1. Usually mood and attention are fixed for a
given personality. Temporary changes in emotion and
attention, may result from previous utterances or to
the general conversation. For instance, anger at an
insult, or increased interest after a misunderstanding.

Secondly, utterance related attitudes. Since we cannot
monitor the user’s utterances in real-time, at the
moment this is limited to system utterances only.
Think of smiling at a joke, raising eyebrows at a
question or a pointing gesture at an indexical.
Conventional gestures can be modeled as a special
instance of response actions. Nodding or shrugging
are coded like any other utterance synchronized with
a gesture, except that they can be silent. Utterance
related features are controlled by the existing
utterance parameters, extended with a new parameter,
gesture , that labels one or more facial movements to
be synchronized with the utterance template. Because
we know all utterance templates in advance, the syn-
chronization can be manually adjusted if needed. The
extend of the gesture and its final shape also depend
on the general emotional state and attention level.

                                                          
1 Experiments with  different video conferencing

environments have shown that gaze  information is more
important to a smooth conversation, than a  simple
television type image of the talking person, when it is
unclear what he or she is looking at.

We also hope to
introduce some
variation in the exact
choice of movement.
Variation is
important. For
instance, it is natural
to combine “yes” with
a nod, but when every
affirmative is
combined with the
same nod it looks
mechanical. Another
example is the raising
of eyebrows. In an
early version of the
system the eyebrows
were directly control-
led by pitch level.
Thus, the agent would

nicely express uncertainty on a question, which has a
rising intonation. But of course, pitch is also used for
accenting. So the agent wrongly expressed surprise at
expressions that were stressed. Synchronizing the
apparently random movements with fixed speech
from templates is difficult. We have chosen to align
the the culmination points of the movement with the
intonational centers of the phrases uttered. But the
exact frequency and extent of the movements will be
randomly distributed, partly based on mood and
attention.

8 TTS AND STREAMING AUDIO

At this moment VRML97 is the standard specification
for VRML. This specification allows the definition of
AudioClip Nodes in a VRML world. AudioClip
Nodes have stereometric properties, that is, the
volume of sound increases when approaching a sound
object and when a user moves in the world the sound
will adapt. Hence, when the user moves to the right
the volume in the left speaker will increase and the
volume in the right speaker will decrease. The present
standard AudioClip Nodes are uncompressed WAV
and MIDI, respectively.

Our experiences until now show that the use of
uncompressed WAV slows down animation
considerably (often 30 seconds or more) because the
WAV file has to be written to the hard disc by the
TTS Server and both the EA (External Authoring)
Interface and the VRML browser have to read this
file completely before the animation can be started.

Figure 10 Blackboard Architecture for Response Generation
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Short sentences hardly cause problems, but long texts
often take 300 kB or more.

It is investigated whether it is possible to process the
audio output of the TTS Server in such a way that a
compressed audio stream can be created that can be
synchronized with the VRML animation. When we
look at RealAudio compression/streaming there are
the following disadvantages:

• For the VRML browser this is not a standard
format. However, maybe we can deal with this
since it is possible to add unknown Nodes to a
VRML world using properties of existing Nodes.
In his way it is possible to define a RealAudio
Node which can be driven with the help of RJMF
(RealAudio Java Media Framework).

• The VRML browser claims the full Audio
System of the PC if it has to use WAV files;
therefore it is not possible for applications
outside the VRML world to play audio
fragments. This would mean that all WAV files
to be used in the VRML world have to be played
as mentioned above.

• If outside the VRML world an Audio file is
played then the stereometric properties of the
sound can not be modeled in the VRML world. A
partial solution can be obtained since the EAI
can observe changes of position and the RJMF
can change the volume of the sound. Whether it
allows implementation of stereo sound is not
clear yet.

Roehl [8] discusses audio streaming in VRML. He
argues for a standard way for a content creator to
indicate to the browser that the data in an AudioClip
should be streamed, rather than being completely
downloaded prior to being presented to the user.
Moreover, whenever possible, we should use existing
open standards. Examples are RTSP, SMIL and RTP.

RTSP (Real Time Streaming Protocol (RFC 2326)) is
an existing draft Internet standard for accessing
streaming media. The content creator is able to
identify which data should be streamed by specifying
“rtsp:” as the scheme in the URLs instead of “http:”
or “ftp:”, so the browser should use RTSP to obtain
data for that node. RTSP does not specify the use of
any particular transport mechanism for the actual
streaming data itself. RTP (the Real Time Protocol
(RFC 1889)) does. It is an application level protocol
for the transport of streaming multimedia.
Synchronization of the audio and video data can be
achieved using the timestamp information provided in
the RTP headers. Part of the RTP standard is a

separate protocol RTCP (Real Time Control
Protocol) which, among other things, provides NTP
based timestamps for the purpose of synchronizing
multiple media streams.

An important recent development is SMIL
(Synchronized Multimedia Integration Language), a
proposed World Wide Web Consortium Standard.
SMIL is HTML-like and describes multiple
sequential or concurrent media streams along with
timing information. Hence, it allows the synchroni-
zation of Audio/Video files with other events. We
have to investigate how VRML fits in this
development and we plan to investigate whether it is
possible to generate SMIL information from the
phoneme output of the Text-to-Speech Server.
Together with the RTP and RTSP transport
mechanisms it should be possible to obtain exact
synchronization with the help of the timestamps in
NTP.

9 FUTURE RESEARCH AND

CONCLUSIONS

The use of speech technology in information systems
will continue to increase. Most currently installed
information systems that work with speech, are
telephone-based systems where callers can get
information by speaking aloud some short commands.
Also real dialogue systems wherein people can say
normal phrases become more and more common, but
one of the problems in this kind of systems is the
limitation of the context. As long as the context is
narrow they perform well, but wide contexts are
causing problems. One reason to introduce task-
oriented agents is to restrict user expectations and
utterances to the different tasks for which agents are
responsible. Obviously, this can be enhanced if the
visualization of the agents helps to recognize the
agents tasks. An important part of our future research
will concentrate on exploring multi-modality in input
and output and in finding models for multi modal
interactions in virtual worlds.
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